
Student of the Month - February 2024

Mrs Hill Emily Buglass Douglas Committed

Emily - you are showing great commitment in 

Business at the moment. Your recent 

assessment on Money showed you have been 

working hard to understand the content.  Well 

done.

Mrs Darling Nathan Cockburn Douglas Supportive

Nathan has a keen interest in Computing and 

is always providing support with IT issues 

around the school. Nathan has helped with IT 

issues with the laptops in Computing 1 on 

numerous occasions. Keep it up! 

Ms Yates Logan Glasgow Scott Committed

Logan, you have tried really hard every lesson 

for the last couple of months, well done & 

keep it up!

Mrs Marchand Charlotte Kennan Home Committed
Charlotte always gives of her best in class and 

she is very helpful to others.

Mrs Brown Lucas Nairn Scott Committed

Lucas has turned himself around since the 

start of this session. I am very impressed... 

please keep it up!

Miss Brotherston Lucas Nairn Scott Committed

Lucas I have been impressed with your 

increased commitment to doing well in the 

subject over the last few weeks. Keep up the 

good work!

Mrs Watt Jess Shaw Scott Committed

Jess has worked consistently well throughout 

S3 so far. Her drawing skills have developed 

because of her hard work and determination 

to meet the high standards she sets herself. 

Mr Huffman Cerys Beadle Scott Committed For always putting in a top effort.

Mr Leiper Jacob Knighton Home Committed
Jacob always works hard and fights to make 

meaning in his work. Keep it up Jacob!

Mrs Rowson Eli McLeod Home Enthusiastic

Eli always shows enthusiasm for his Spanish, 

with excellent contributions in class.  He 

recently achieved 100% in our (quite difficult) 

Reading and Writing assessment, which is 

absolutely unprecedented.  Well done!

Miss Currie Katie Thomson Home Committed

Katie you have really worked exceptionally 

hard on enhancing and evolving your creative 

folio essay. It is a testament to your 

dedication. 

Mrs Hughes Beau Watson Scott Committed
For giving a very persuasive speech to your 

class.
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Student of the Month - February 2024

Mrs Smith Hari Wilson Home Safe

Hari has worked hard in Home Economics. He 

is able to share the routine in the class and 

knows how to keep safe and tidy at his 

workstation.

Mr Meadows Tess Crilly Douglas Committed
Excellent performance in her progress check 

assessment - 100%. Well done!

Miss Grant Eve Dewar Douglas Committed Excellent all year performance in Criminology. 

Miss Ralston Aaron Kenneally Home Committed
Attending study clubs/staying after school to 

improve on prelim grades. Well done Aaron. 

Mrs Patterson Sophia McMahon Home Committed

Always trying her best in Geography. Great 

results in assessments, homework and 

classroom tasks, keep pushing yourself Sophia.

Dr Koita Abbie Scorey Home Committed

Your hard work and perseverance is evident in 

the massive improvement (nearly 20%) 

between your checkpoint 1 and your prelim. 

Well done!

Mrs Tharme Tilly-May Greenshields Douglas Supportive

Tilly-May, you are always very hard working in 

Maths and you support your fellow students 

exceptionally well too. Well done.

Mrs Dalton Rhys Simpson Scott Committed
I am very impressed with your attitude and 

the effort you put into Maths, well done!

Miss Cameron Taylor Black Douglas Committed

Taylor has been working really hard in music - 

you've been really patient and committed to 

your practice on keyboard/ukulele, and it is 

now showing!  Really well done and keep up 

the good work!

Mr Mabon Kyla Richardson Douglas Committed

Kyla has worked really hard to prepare 

keyboard pieces for the N5 practical exam. 

Even though the pieces were a real challenge 

at the start of the course, she can now play 

them all fluently from memory. Great job!
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Student of the Month - February 2024

Mrs Morrison Rory Anderson Home Committed

Rory submitted his final draft of his AHPE 

Project, three weeks early.  His Project 

demonstrates that he has invested a lot of 

time and effort to produce a piece of work 

that is of a high standard.  Well done Rory!

Mr Murray Elliot Jacobs Scott Enthusiastic

Elliot, your enthusiasm in the fitness was 

outstanding. You never gave anything less 

than 100% in every lesson.

Miss williamson Liam Joyce Home Enthusiastic

Showed great enthusiasm and was eager to 

learn new techniques and skills in the 

badminton unit.

Dr Rogerson Tess Crilly Douglas Committed Excellent results in Chemistry tests.

Mrs Stokes Sophie Gray Scott Committed
Excellent attitude to learning in Advanced 

Higher Chemistry.

Mrs Addie John  Hutchison Home Supportive

John, you always come into lessons and help 

hand out the jotters. You are also supportive 

to other students who find work challenging. 

Dr Barker Elliott  Kitchen Douglas Committed

Excellent effort in Science. Successful in 

obtaining a place at Edinburgh Zoo for the 

summer school.

Mrs Taylor Ella Milburn Scott Committed

Working with continued effort and 

commitment to complete the National 4 

assessments. 

Miss Morison Hattie Spence Douglas Enthusiastic
Learning the whole periodic table of 

elements!

Miss McAleece Samantha Brown Douglas Committed

I have been impressed by your work in Maths.  

Aside from getting top marks in your Clic 

assessment, your class work has shown great 

improvement.  You listen well in class and are 

fully committed to your learning.

Mrs Huffman Aiden  Renton Douglas Enthusiastic

Aiden enthusiastically completed a talk in 

front of the whole class about Global Warming 

and the importance of Recycling. Brilliant 

work!
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